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Most Russian banks use guarantees to ensure payments through the systems, but the increased cost
may now push them into stumping up security deposits directly to Visa and MasterCard.

The cost for Russian banks of guaranteeing payments through Visa and MasterCard is rising
as risk analyses of Russian companies worsen amid fears of further Western sanctions,
Vedomosti reported Monday, citing unidentified banking sources.

Western banks have raised the price of guarantees that Russian banks purchase to ensure
settlement of payments via Visa and MasterCard, both on the cards they issue and for
merchants they process payments for.

If a year ago these guarantees cost 2 percent of the sum of a contract, now they cost 3 percent,
an unidentified banker told Vedomosti.

Foreign banks attribute the price hike to higher risk appraisals of Russian companies
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following EU and U.S. sanctions against Russia over the crisis in Ukraine, the banker said.
The cost increase was confirmed by the heads of two large Russian banks, Vedomosti
reported.

The rise in costs comes as Russian banks struggle with an exodus of Western money
from Russian markets prompted by the sanctions, which has hit liquidity and reportedly
forced some banks to turn to the state for refinancing and aid.

While the price of guarantees has certainly increased for players outside Russia's top 20
lenders, the price for large banks varies, a source from one of the top five banks on the credit
card market said. Many guarantees are provided for a period of a year and have not yet
expired, he added.

Most Russian banks use guarantees to ensure payments through the systems, but
the increased cost may now push them into stumping up security deposits directly to Visa
and MasterCard. Already costlier than buying a guarantee, the price of security deposits is also
rising on the high perceived risk attached to Russia.

Western banks have meanwhile stopped accepting guarantees from leading Russian lender
Sberbank since it was sanctioned by the EU in July, which is also pushing Russian banks
toward deposits over guarantees, two sources told Vedomosti.

Mid-sized banks had been able to first take out a counter guarantee from Sberbank followed
by an additional guarantee from a Western bank, an option now most likely off the table,
the report said.

Sberbank, Visa and MasterCard declined Vedomosti's requests for comment.
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